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Abstract
Software reliability growth models (SRGMs) have evolved from describing fault detection process (FDP) into incorporating fault
correction process (FCP) as well. Restricted by mathematical tractability, analytical models are facing difficulties for more accurate
description the real world situations, e.g. debuggers being different in terms of debugging capabilities and experiences. In this paper, a
simulation approach is proposed to model FDP and FCP together considering debuggers with different contributions to the fault detection
rate and different fault correction time.
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1. Introduction
Numerous software reliability growth models (SRGMs) have been proposed during the past three decades, among which
non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) models are considered as the most effective [1-3]. In order to provide
mathematical tractability, SRGMs are always derived under restrictive assumptions, which confine their broad applications
[4-6].
One common assumption is the immediate fault correction assumption. In reality, faults can only be corrected after
they are detected. Thus FCP can be regarded as a delayed FDP and can be modeled together with FCP using a queuing
system [7-9]. Besides, it is almost impossible to incorporate into the analytical models some important information, such as
the different debugging capabilities of different debuggers. In [10], the number of debuggers is incorporated into FDP and
FCP through a rate-based simulation approach. However, it is assumed that all debuggers have the same fault correction
ability. In [11], the influence of the different debuggers on the fault correction process is simulated, however, with restricted
to exponential fault correction time. In addition, the influence of different debuggers on the fault detection process is not
considered.
In this paper, the assumption that all the debuggers have the same fault detection and correction capabilities is
relaxed. The fault detection rate is assumed to be a function of the numbers of different debuggers and their respective fault
detection rates, whereas the fault correction time of different debuggers are also assumed to be different. The general
framework of the queuing model is proposed in Section 2, with description of the simulation framework. Numerical
examples are shown in Section 3 to illustrate the simulation approach. Section 4 concludes.

2. The Modelling Framework
The whole fault detection and correction processes can be described using a queuing system, with FDP being the arrival
process and the FCP being the departure process. The FDP is described as a NHPP characterized with intensity function
λd(t) and mean value function md(t). It is assumed that there are totally k types of debuggers and the number of the i-th
type debuggers is SN(i). The fault detection rate is assumed to be constant and it is a function of SN=[SN(1),…,SN(k)],
denoted as b=f(SN(1),…,SN(k)). In practice, the form of this function can be estimated from similar projects or by experts.
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The time for a type-i debugger to correct a fault is random, and it is allowed to observe arbitrary distribution. Figure 1
illustrates the fault detection and correction processes.
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Figure 1: Software FDP and FCP Described as a Queuing System

If we use a to denote the expected number of faults initially embedded in the software, the mean value function for
the FDP can be given as the GO NHPP model [12]:
(1)
md (t )  a(1  ebt )
The FDP is simulated in the time interval of (0, T]. Since the general order statistics (GOS) models are closely
related to NHPP models [13], simulation of FDP can be implemented through generation of a Poisson number of order
statistics from a fixed cumulative density function of F(t)=md(t)/md(T), 0≤t≤T [14]. The simulation of the fault correction
time is straightforward, with traditional inverse transformation approach. The FCP can be obtained based on the simulated
FDP and the fault correction time.

3. Numerical Example
In this section, a specific model configuration is shown for illustration. It is assumed that there are totally two different
kinds of debuggers. The parameters for the NHPP model of FDP are configured as a = 100 and b = 0.02SN(1)+0.01SN(2).
The corrections for the two types of debuggers both observe lognormal distribution with parameters (𝜇, 𝜎) = (0.3,0.1) and
(𝜇, 𝜎) = (0.6, 0.1) respectively. For two different staffing levels SN = [5,3] and SN=[3,5], the simulation replicates 100
times in the time interval of (0, 100]. Then the collected fault detection and correction time data are grouped into the
𝑗
𝑗
cumulative fault detection number 𝑑𝑖 and fault correction number𝑐𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ ,100, 𝑗 = 1, ⋯ ,100. Here i denotes the
number of a simulation run, and j denotes the testing time till which the fault detection number and fault correction number
are cumulated. Finally we can have the average cumulative number of detected faults and corrected faults as
1 100 j

di  100  di
j 1

(2)
, i  1, ,100; j  1, ,100 .

100
j
c  1
ci
 i 100 
j 1
The simulation results are shown in Figure 2. Note that the time line starts from 1 instead of 0 so that the fault
detection number at the beginning can be positive. It can be seen clearly that when there are more debuggers of the first
type, who can contribute more to fault detection rate and correct faults faster, the mean value functions of FDP and FCP are
considerably higher.

4. Conclusions
This paper simulates the software fault detection and correction processes considering the impact of debuggers’ different
capabilities on the fault detection rate and the fault correction time. In the future, we will study the optimal combination of
different types of debuggers and the optimal software release time, considering both the software reliability and the cost
function.
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Simulated FDP and FCP processes
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Figure 2: Simulated FDP and FCP Processes
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